Support Type

In Practice

Exam paper in an alternative format

Large print, alternative colour or Braille exam papers can be provided.

25% Extra Time

This is a standard allocation and may be recommended for various reasons.To
receive extra time allocation you will usually be scheduled to sit your exams at a
location separate to your peer group. You could be sharing the room with other
people receiving extra time or be on your own.

33% extra time

Usually recommended when the nature of your condition requires more than
25% or, if you require a combination of extra time and another provision.

Use of a computer

When using a computer for exams you may be sharing a room with other
students using computers, or on your own. You will be required to save your
exam script regularly throughout the exam to avoid losing work.
Software available on the computer (e.g. spell check facilities) will be dependent
on the requirements of your examination. You will be given instructions at each
examination where you use a computer relating to the submission of your script
in electronic or printed format.
Rest breaks (included within extra time allowance) If you require rest periods during your exam due to physical demand or anxiety,
you may be in a room with others requiring the same support or in a room on
your own. Additional time allocated will be specified at either 25% or 33%.
Scribe

Reader

Separate room (individual allocation)

If you are to use a scribe during your exams you are encouraged to practice
dictation techniques as part of your learning and revision and have practice
sessions under exam conditions.Using a scribe during exams will necessitate
the use of a separate individual room.
The support of a reader during your exams will be simply to read the questions
as typed on the paper or read back your written answers. Readers will not
elaborate or explain any aspects of the questions or provide any other
assistance.
A separate room will usually be arranged in situations where a scribe, reader or
computer with particular software are necessary. However, you may require a
separate room specifically due to your disability.

Exam Paper and Other Documents in Alternative
Formats

You may have a recommendation due to a visual disability to have an exam
paper in Braille, large print or on different colour paper.

Consideration For Spelling And Grammar When
Marked

If you use a scribe during your exam or if you have a specific learning difficulty
such as dyslexia, you may be entitled to dispensation in marking for reasonable
spelling and grammatical errors. This will be applied only for modules where
spelling and grammar are identified as essential components of the
assessment.

